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How to extract the content of texts? 

ò  Content (semantic) = the objective knowledge, that which can be 
similarly identified by a large collectivity of humans 

ò  Understanding language puts to work a diversity of linguistic 
backgrounds (innate, acquired):  

ò  phonological, morphological, lexical 
ò  syntactic 
ò  semantic 
ò  discourse  
ò  pragmatic  

See the Piaget ó Chomsky debate: 
innate ó acquired 

All these layers must be 
reproduced on machine 
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corpora 
treebanks 
wordnets 
verbnets 
language models  
     (neural, statistical) 
… 
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The semantic layer 
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Generate student exam tests from 
medical manuals 

3rd year AI term project 
October 2017 – January 2018 



Representing medical knowledge  
in Protégé  

The adult cerebral blood flow is 
about 750-1000 ml/min, representing 
15-20% of the heart blood flow. 
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The discourse layer 
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QuoVadis – a corpus of 
book characters and their relations 

ò  H.	Sienkiewicz’s	Quo	Vadis		

ò  A	corpus	and	a	technology	

ò  The	corpus:	developed	with	master	
students	in	CL:		
ò  en@@es	of	type	person	and	god		

ò  rela@ons:	coreference,	kinship,	affec@ve,	
social	

ò  The	technology:	recognising	en@@es	and	
rela@ons	
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Kinship relations 
Petroniu… 
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Kinship relations 
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Social relations 
Petroniu… 

 

Vinicius           was  

 

the son of   his   oldest sister   ,  

 

who years before had married   his father  ,  

 

a man of consular dignity from the time of  Tiberius  .  
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inferior-of 



Altogether – the text: an extremely rich 
network of links Petroniu… 

 

Vinicius           was  

 

the son of   his   oldest sister   ,  

 

who years before had married   his father  ,  

 

a man of consular dignity from the time of  Tiberius  .  
29 
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Entity linking 

ò  Challenges in entity linking:  

ò  name variations, ambiguities, absence 
ò  entities 
ò  link type 

knowledge	base	



I need help to 
remember all 

kinship 
relations 
between 

characters 



Characters in Forsyte Saga 

ò  The old Forsytes 

Ann, the eldest of the family 

Old Jolyon, the patriarch of the 
family, having made a fortune 
in tea 

James, a solicitor, married to Emily, 
a most tranquil woman 

Swithin, James's twin brother with 
aristocratic pretensions; a 
bachelor 

Roger, "the original Forsyte" 

Julia (Juley), a fluttery dowager; Mrs. 
Septimus Small 

Hester, an old maid 

Nicholas, the wealthiest in the family 

Timothy, the most cautious man in 
England 

Susan, the married sister 

ò  Thg young Forsytes 

Young Jolyon, Old Jolyon's 
artistic and free-thinking 
son, married three times 

Soames, James and Emily's son, 
an intense, unimaginative 
and possessive solicitor, 
married to the unhappy 
Irene, who later marries 
Young Jolyon 

Winifred, Soames's sister, one of 
the three daughters of 
James and Emily, married 
to the foppish and 
lethargic Montague 
Dartie 

George, Roger's son, a dyed-in-
the-wool mocker 

Francie, George's sister and 
Roger's daughter, 
emancipated from God 

ò  Their children 

June, Young Jolyon's defiant 
daughter from his first 
marriage; engaged to an 
architect, Philip 
Bosinney, who becomes 
Irene's lover 

Jolly, Young Jolyon's son from his 
second marriage; dies of 
enteric fever during the 
Boer Wars 

Holly, Young Jolyon's daughter 
from his second marriage, 
to June's governess 

Jon, Young Jolyon's son from his 
third marriage, to Irene, 
Soames's first wife 

Fleur, Soames's daughter from 
his second marriage, to a 
French Soho shopgirl 
Annette; Jon's lover; later 
marries a baronet, 
Michael Mont 

Val, Winifred and Montague's 
son; fights in the Boer 
Wars; marries his 
cousin Holly 

Imogen, Winifred and 
Montague's daughter 

ò  Others 

Parfitt, Old Jolyon's butler 

Smither, Aunts Ann, Juley and 
Hester's housekeeper 

Warmson, James and Emily's 
butler 

Bilson, Soames's housemaid 

Prosper Profond, Winifred's 
admirer and Annette's 
lover 





love and worship relationships in 
QuoVadis 

34 



Affective relations fear-of and hate 

35 



Vinicius’ links with other characters 
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Linking entities in the book 

37 



Linking entities with the real world 

38 



MappingBooks:  
Evade from the book in the real world!	

39 



Creating a more intimate link between 
the book and its reader 

ò  Recognise in text mentions of locations 

ò  Crawl the web for supplementary 
information 

ò  Know where the reader is  

ò  Point entities mentioned in the text that are 
in the reader’s proximity 

ò  Trace them on maps 

ò  Mix images with generated info 
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The discourse layer 
(another example) 
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Tash Aw:  
Map of the 

invisible world 

In books time does not 
flow linearly on… 



Mo@va@on	and	goal	
ò  Large	texts	are	different	then	news	

ò  news:	sequences	of	events,	opinions,	commentaries		

ò  novels:	events	are	seldom	presented	in	non-sequen@al	order,	same	
events	are	interpreted	from	different	perspec@ves	

ò  Characters	par@cipate	in	events		

ò  Each	has	her/his	own	trajectory/des@ny/evolu@on	

ò  Although	characters’	trajectories	intersect	in	@me,	one	would	like	
to	dis@nguish/separate	them	



Roots…	

ò  Temporal	reasoning	(and	temporal	logic:	Allen,	etc.)	

ò  Much	interest:		

ò  informa@on	extrac@on	

ò  ques@on	answering	
ò  textual	entailment	

ò  deciphering	seman@c	content	of	texts	

See: ACL workshop on Spatial and Temporal Reasoning (2001), LREC workshop on 
Annotation Standards for Temporal Information in Natural Language (2002) 



Related	work	
ò  Annotation conventions/standards to cope with time as mentioned in language and 

text 
ò  TimeML 

ò  TIMEX3 – explicit  temporal expressions (times, dates, durations, etc.) 

ò  SIGNAL – function words that indicate how temporal objects are to be related to each other (e.g on, 
during, when, if, etc.) 

ò  TLINK, SLINK, ALINK – temporal relationship holding between events, aspectual events, events and 
time expressions or events and signals 

ò  EVENT – event notation 

ò TARSQI Toolkit capable to recognise:  
ò  temporal	expressions	(TimeEx)	

ò  men@ons	of	events		

ò  rela@ons	between	them	

•  James Pustejovsky et al. (2003). 
TimeML: Robust Specification of  Event 
and Temporal Expressions in Text, 
AAAI Technical Report SS-03-07 

•  Verhagen & Pustejovsky: Temporal 
Processing with the TARSQI Toolkit, 
Coling 2008  



Very often, the author carries us 
backward in time 

ò  [In	the	kitchen,	wai3ng	for	the	water	to	boil,	Margaret	
wondered	how	was	it	that]	

ò  [she	jumped	so	naturally	to	embrace	Adam.]		

ò  [She	could	not	realise	what	had	made	her]		

ò  [feel	so	happy	to	see	him	again.]		

Margaret: story time, in the 
kitchen, wondering smth. 

Margaret & Adam: in the past, 
somewhere, Margaret embraces Adam 

Margaret: story time, in the 
kitchen, not realizing smth 

Margaret & Adam: in the past, 
somewhere, Margaret feels happy 



Our perception of time 

Margaret Margaret
&Adam 



Time	Segments	
ò  A	con@guous	piece	of	text	characterised	by	unity	of:	

ò  actors	(whom	are	involved)	

ò  space	(physical	or	virtual),	also	as	a	sequence	of	loca@ons	(like	in	
journeys)	

ò  @me	(interval)	

ò  type	
ò  NAR	–	typical	narra@ons;	story	@me	flows	constantly	ahead	

ò  SUP	–	supposi@ons,	specula@ons,	dreams,	hopes	

ò  GEN	–	general	knowledge;	no	@me	involved	

ò  perspec@ve	(who	is	the	teller)	



Time	Segments	
ò  A	TS	groups	a	sequence	of	events	of	one	character	or	a	stable	group	

of	characters	over	a	period	of	story	@me,	which	is	uninterruptedly	
told	in	a	span	of	text.	

ò  in	a	TS,	the	story	@me	evolves	linearly	or	not	at	all	

ò  one	TS	can	be	narrated	by	only	one	relator	
ò  A	book	is	made	up	of	a	sequence	of	Time	Segments	



Time	Tracks	

ò  Out	of	TSs,	Time	Tracks	(TTs)	can	be	assembled.		

ò  A	TT	is	a	sequence	of	TSs	filtered	and	ordered	by	two	condi@ons:	
one	or	more	actors	that	connect	and	ascendant	@me.	

ò  TTs	put	in	evidence	trajectories	of	characters	or	groups	in	story	
developments	(des@nies)	

ò  Space,	most	o[en,	change	over	@me	in	TTs	

ò  A	TT	can	be	narrated	by	one	or	more	relators.	



Unity	of	space	versus	
connec@vity	

ò  To	be	in	the	same	TT,	a	group	of	characters	should	be	
consciously	connected	within	the	same	space:	

ò  two	friends	that	meet	and	talk	on	the	street	

ò  a	family	sharing	the	same	house	

ò  colleagues	in	school,	etc.	
ò  two	people	having	a	conversa@on		

ò  face	to	face	=>	same	physical	space	

ò  through	a	telephone	line,	etc.	=>	same	virtual	space	



The	Time	Yard	

ò  A	Time	Yard	(TY)	is	a	representa@on	(resembling	a	diagram)	of	
the	characters’	des@nies	in	a	text,	unfolded	on	the	story	@me	
axis		

ò  A	TY	is	made	out	of	all	TTs	of	the	characters	in	the	book	



From time segments to time yards 



An	XML	nota@on	–	in	addi@on	to	those	of	TimeML	

•  Automatic segmentation of the text => 
Actors, time segments and temporal relations: 
 <ACTOR ID ALIAS-LIST>…</ACTOR> 

 <TS ID NAME ACTORS TYPE LOC PER>…</TS> 

 <TREL ID FROM REL TO/> 

•  A selection process => 
Time tracks: 

<TT ID NAME ACTORS TS-LIST LEFT-EP RIGHT-EP/>  

ò  LEFT-EP: “START” | ID of a SPLIT end-point 
ò  RIGHT-EP: “STOP” | ID a JOIN end-point 



Reading	the	TY	diagrams	

ò  Tracking	characters’	des@nies	(developments)	

=>	in	bold	in	the	figure:	Adam’s	trajectory	

=>	a	mere	selec@on	opera@on	in	the	set	of	TS	elements	

=>	produce	focused	summaries	

=>	compare	different	opinions	on	the	same	developments…	

	



Reading	the	TY	diagrams	

•  When	a	book	narrates	about	the	first	16	years	of	Marys’	life,	before	
moving	from	the	house	of	her	parents	in	another	town	to	follow	the	
last	two	years	of	college,	we	find	out	on	100	pages	many	details:		

ò  each	day	Mary	went	to	school,	in	the	holidays	she	went	to	her	
grandparents	house	in	the	country	side,	and	she	enjoyed	going	so	many	
3mes	to	the	cinema,	mee3ng	friends	etc…	

ò  However,	a	summary	should	say:		

ò  Mary	lived	with	her	family	un3l	the	age	of	16…	

=>	pu@ng	the	text	further	away	from	the	eyes,	a	@me	track	could	
be	summarised	in	mul@ple	ways	



Towards	a	logic	of	Time	Tracks	
If:		

TT(p)↓@me=[t1,t2]	=	select	from	TT(p)	only	those	developments	
happening	in	the	interval	[t1,	t2]	(an	ordered	set	of	sub-TTs)	

TT(p)↓@me	=	the	@me	interval	elapsed	between	the	first	event	
and	the	last	event	men@oned	in	TT(p)	

TT(p)↓loc	=	set	of	loca@ons	of	TT(p)		

Then:		

we	say	that	a	set	of	characters	P={p1,	…,	pk}	share	the	same	
space	s	during	a	@me	interval	[t1,t2]	if	the	set	{TT(pj)},	with	j	ɛ	
{1,...,	k}	is	such	that	s	ɛ	TT(pj)↓@me=[t1,t2]↓loc	for	each	j	ɛ	{1,...,	
k}	and	∩TT(pj)↓loc=s↓@me		⊃[t1,t2]		



Reasoning	about	texts	with	TYM	
If:		

TT(p)↓dur	=	the	dura@on	of	TT(p)		

cood(s)	=	coordinates	of	the	loca@on	s	

S(C)	=	area	of	a	country	C	

Then:	

We	say	that	the	set	of	characters	P={p1,	…,	pk}	are	compatriots	in	
the	country	C	if	it	is	true	that	∀pj	in	P,	∀s	ɛ	TT(pj)↓loc	and	
coord(s)	ɛ	S(C):	∑(TT(pj)↓loc=s↓dur)	»	∑(TT(pj)↓loc=l↓dur),	∀l	ɛ	
TT(pj)↓loc	but	coord(l)	∉	S(C).		

This	is	based	on	the	following	defini@on	of	someone	living	in	a	
country:	the	dura@on	of	living	in	that	country	is	much	higher	
than	that	of	living	outside	it.			



When	I	say:	I	lived	within	my	
family	un3l	the	age	of	16…	

ò  Actually,	each	day	I	went	to	school,	in	the	holidays	I	went	to	my	
grandparents	house	in	the	country	side,	and	I	went	many	3mes	
to	cinema…	

ò  …	and	my	parents	were	not	near	me	all	the	@me.	

=>	looked	at	it	under	the	lens,	a	@me	segment	reveals	many	more	
(finer)	segments	

=>	it	also	depends	on	the	perspec3ve…	



We,	ourselves,	live	on	@me	yards…		

ò  We	live	our	lives	sequen@ally	

ò  I	lived	within	my	family	un3l	the	age	of	16,	then	for	two	
years	I	went	in	another	city	to	follow	a	high	school,	then	for	
5	years	I	was	a	student	in	Bucharest,	and	one	year	before	
finishing	the	faculty	I	was	married,	then	I	came	to	Iași	and	4	
years	later	my	first	dauther	was	born,	and	when	she	was	5	I	
got	divorced,	one	year	later	I	married	again	a.s.o.	



Our	TYs	

ò  My	first	daughter’s	story…		

ò  Our	lives	meet,	then	split,	then	meet	again…	

ò  We	meet	many	people	during	our	lives,	each	having	her/
his	own	trajectory	

=>	like	railways...		



Just	imagine…	

ò  …	that	there	is	a	device	that	records	the	TT	of	each	one	of	us	

=>	technologically	feasible		

=>	perhaps	not	very	much	wanted…	(sen@ment	of	BB	oppression,	
leaks,	etc.)	

ò  BUT...	

=>	pages	of	history	can	be	automa@cally	wrinen,	with	a	proper	
intelligent	summarisa@on	agent		

=>	one	can	leave	parts	of	her/his	life	to	the	posterity...	
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The pragmatics layer 
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iCub – the robot trained in the  
Poeticon++ project 



From semantics to pragmatics 

semantics 

valid affordances 

A salad can be tossed 

A spoon is a tool 

Cut with spoon the carrot! refused affordances 

A carrot can be cut 

A spoon cannot cut things pragmatics 



iCub decides by itself how to solve a 
command 



Thank you! 


